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2 Item NO. FWP-SB-003

3 Color Black 
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Summary 
overview

1. CCT: Stepless + 4 modes CCT,(3000K-4000K-5000K-6000K)
    Dimmable : Stepless + 5 levels dimmable
2.Patent design , with Paten tin EU, USA etc.;
3. Professional optical design - 45°Angle light,only lighting up the keyboards and working area, reduce screen 
reflection;No glare, no troboscopic, no visible ghosting, more focused
4. convinient to operation, With 4 smart Touch  button. 
5. Eye protection and anti glare -  with 100 high-quality LED beads, emitting evenly and softly; No light direct hitting your 
eyes as you won't see the LEDs, Ideal choice for children, students, and office staff.
6. Wide compatibility,Equipped with a multifunctional screen clip  and patented utility model technology 
7. Space saving  . Just installation on the Computer , Don't take up the desk space . Make desk be more clean and orderly.

(1) 5W ,Ra95，RG0 ,LUMEN： 285lm;  with 3014  SMD100PCS(  50+50)

(2)  DIM:5 levels + 5%-100% Stepless DIM

(3) CCT：4 modes color temperature，3000K / 4000K / 5000K / 6500K +Stepless CCT

(4)Light senser function:The light intensity will changed automaticlly according to the environment（Especially in dark 
environments, when the  function is turned on, the light will gradually reach its maximum brightness within 7-8 seconds)

(5) Asymmetric Optics: Illumination Angle 45 ° Asymmetric Design
, Professional Anti dizziness Patent Technology

(6) Multi model compatibility : suitable for various thicknesses & shape screen

(7) Power off memory: intelligent memory, fast recovery when powered on

(8)  USB-TYPE C charging: 1.5-meter USB-TYPE C cable,  connection easily

(1) High RA >95

(2) Dimmable：5 levels + 5%-100% Stepless DIM ，

(3) CCT: 3000K / 4000K / 5000K / 6500K +Stepless CCT

(4) Touch swtich：ON/OFF & light sensor & CCT& Dimmable

(5)Power-off memory:
When repowered the light,it resume your last used brightness and color settings - no need to reset

(6) Power supply ：5V-1A USB-TypeC connection, （Professional PET shell , 1.5 , no knots at all )
(7) Material：Aluminum alloy, PC/ABS

(8) Size of lamp：52cm×2cm×2cm (light bar)

(10) packing：54.5*11.5*4.8cm
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